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Val Saint Lambert, 2010



                                                               Studio Job, Containers II
For the second time Galerie VIVID will present a solo presentation of Studio Job at Design Miami/.
In 2010 Studio Job made 'Piece for Peace' in association with the world famous Belgian crystal producer 
Val Saint Lambert. This unique showpiece was designed for the Cabinet of Van Rompuy, President 
of the European Council in Brussels. During this period Job Smeets and Nynke Tynagel discovered a large 
supply of hundred years old, hand-blown crystal pieces that were never crafted into finished products. 
They selected five old vessels and designed a new series of unique pieces called 'Containers II'. The series 
include a coffee pot, a waste basket, a saucepan, a picklehaube and a stewpan all on high gloss laquered 
pedestals. Containers II are full of paradoxes: the functional and the surreal, rich and poor, good and evil, 
high culture and low pop. These Studio Job sculptures are metaphors that explore authentic arts. 
                         Galerie VIVID is proud to introduce this important new work in Miami.



Studio Job, Containers II, 2010
collection of five unique pieces



Coffee Pot
colored and cut crystal, polished bronze, 
wood, high gloss polished coating 
46x150x38 cm / 18.0”x59.1”x15.0” inch



Poubelle
colored and cut crystal, polished bronze, 
wood, high gloss polished coating 
34x158x37 cm / 13.4”x62.2”x14.6” inch



Stewpan (frigate U.S.S. United States)
colored and cut crystal, polished and patinated 
bronze, gilding, faience, wood, high gloss polished 
coating 54x160x33 cm / 21.3”x62.9”x12.8” inch



Picklehaube
colored and cut crystal, polished bronze, 
wood, high gloss polished 
40x165x31 cm / 15.8”x64.9”x12.3” inch



Saucepan
colored and cut crystal, polished bronze, 
wood, high gloss polished coating 
78x150x38 cm / 30.5”x59.1”x15.0” inch





Galerie VIVID, established in 1999 by Saskia Copper and Aad Krol, was one of the first 
galleries to exhibit contemporary design in the context of both design and art
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